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About This Game
Welcome to Wild Game Hunter VR, the first VR hunting game for the HTC Vive! It’s all the fun of hunting with none of the
long walks, hard days, and boring company.
Grab your rifle, get outdoors, and bag some wild game! In this immersive virtual reality hunting experience, you'll get only a
few chances for the perfect shot. You'll be fully immersed in a variety of 360 degree woodlands. Critters and nature surround
you while you play through multiple levels hunting for wild game! Make sure to check all your sides, animals lurk in all corners
of the forest and you have to be quick to get them all.
You can bag yourself a small deer.
Or a big ol' buck!
But be careful of the boar...
And watch out for the bears!
Pick your poison. Hunt for your prize. But be smart - these animals come from all angles. You have to be a quick-witted
sharpshooter to bag every single one.
Shoot straight. Be great. Welcome to the world of Wild Game Hunter VR.
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This game may be the single best game ever made, if only for the skill cap being based 100% on the player (and your teamates.)
I've been playing this game off and on since about... 2004? Maybe. It's the one game I've never NOT had installed on any
machine. It looks simple on the outside, but is surprisingly and refreshingly deep. With the potential for organized leagues, clan
matches, user created maps, and more, I cannot recommend this game more. Competitive players, casual players, and in
between. Send me a steam message or find me in game - timhall.. Get a friend and challenge them, hilarity will ensue! - 11/10
This game is about strategy at its core but every game is so different that it never gets repetetive. It is usually a quick game with
a match lasting on average 5-10 minutes (though I have experienced an hour and a half match, very fun). The games mechanics
allow for some very funny situations as you scream and cheer at unexpected results of your rats, dynamite or lightning strike. All
in all worth its price, even more so with a friend.. Cannot recommend.... YET.
+
-Nice graphics
-good gameplay
-interesting background setting
-Tutorial missions take WAY too long
-facial animations should be improved or removed
-input konfiguration needs some fixing
Be sure to grab this gem on a sale though, if it will be worked on and polished properly there is a diamond inside.. The idea is
exactly like "overcooked", but executed a little to poorly for me to be able to recommend it. The controls are very annoying. The
pick-up\/drop-off target areas are hard to distinguish. It's just very juvinile. Can not recommend. Sorry.
Also, the game installed and booted up in german, and I had to figure out how to switch the language to english.. I love the idea
of this game and I bet loads of other games will use this idea. Seriously, buy this game. I'm not kidding, just scroll up and click
add to cart ;-]
. I was hoping for assembling everything from Seiko to Rolex movements but No, ONLY the ETA 6497-1 is in the game! The
game also features a bug where you cant put the pallet bridge screws into its holes.. Frontlines has its share of glitches, and the
A.I. can do silly things. But it does a fine job of giving you fun, deadly toys to play with, from bread-and-butter handheld
weapons to tanks to remote-controlled copters and rovers. It also gives you enough space and options to choose how you want to
approach each battle. Even if it's not as polished, both these things make for a more fun experience than Modern Warfare.
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Melody is awesome! A gorgeous colorful environment with a responsive Marimba setup, great fun for kids and adults. Really
impressed with the ergonomic and accessibility tweaks the dev made to ensure it's comfortably playable for all.. This was simply
amazing!!
Very nice story and art!
Worth the money if you ask me.. Gameplay is awesome. Everything else is absolute rubbish. The UI looks and works like it was
put together by a blind, one handed ape with a learning disability.. Can play as a cactus with dynamite.
11/10. Great voice acting.. Awsome game whith awsome price.
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